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@ Method and apparatus for automatic insertion of a television signal from a remote source.

@ A system is provided for inserting selected
commercials from a remote source via satellite

into pre-cued cable network convnerdal breaks
at targeted regional groupings of local cable
headend operators without storage of the com-
mercials at each headend. By sequencing the
avails used for Insertion among the groupings
of headends, by creating plural levels of simul-
taneity, and by using compression/decompres-
sion techniques, a highly efficient use of the
satellite per each transponder channel fe

achieved despite overlap in breaks as between
networks; while, at the same time, allowing
sufficient time during each break for the local

headend operator to insert his own local ads if

desired, and to use as well, if desired, the
decompression capabiltties of the system with-

out the need for the headend to invest in its

own.
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This invention relates to apparatus and nrtethods

for automatically inserting a tefeviston signal from a

remote source into a plurality of local cable television

broadcasts. In particular, but not exclusively, the in-

vention is direction to a mettiod and apparatus for in-

serting pre-recorded television commercials from a

remote central site into local cable television broad-

casts in several designated geographic areas.

At present, cable television networks are broad-

cast over satellite communications. A cable network,

such as Cable News Network (CNN), will provide pro-

gramming, cable network commercials and air time

cued by a preceding signal during which the local

cable service providers are allowed to insert theirown

commercial spots. The cable network signal, includ-

ing the cue tone, is transmitted to the local cable ser-

vice providers via satellite by transmitting the cable

network signal up to a satellite transponder that then

transmits the signal back down to the earth's surface

over a downlink. The downlink covers a large geo-

graphic area. There are usually many local cable ser-

vice providers in the geographic area of the downlink.

The local cable television service providers re-

ceive the signal from the satellite transponder over

the downlink. Each of these cable service providers

is usually referred to as a cable 'deadend", tn the usu-

al situation a plurality of cable headends are grouped

geographically for advertising purposes, and such

groupings have become known as Designated Market

Areas or DMA's.

Each of these cable headends receives a number

of cable network signals such as CNN. the Music Tel-

evision Channel (MTV), the Sports Network (ESPN)

and many others, usually through the use of multiple

dedicated satellite dishes. The time made available

for insertion of messages may be referred to as

"breaks". These breaks need not be used in their en-

tirety. The time used may be referred to as an "avail",

and this terminology is adopted for use herein. These

•avails" may occur during the networks' commercial

"breaks", at a time when a particular network may be

running its own commercials capable of being elec-

tronically preempted by the insertions, or the network

may leave blank air time for the insertions. Typical

"avails'* are for 30 seconds and there may be two or

more "avails" within a "break" which may be of 1 or 2

minutes in duration.

In order to insert advertising into a network cued

"break", cable headend operators have employed au-

tomation equipment that controls video tape players

and positions the "local" spot adverttsement(s) or

other messages for playl>ack and insertfon when
cued at the proper time. However, the local headend

operator may not be able to fill the entire 'break" with

economteaity desirable advertising. Thus a market is

created for the headend operator to sell additionat.

more economicaOy desirable advertising to be insert-

ed. An example of this is a nattonal company's adver-

tisement that is targeted for only regional or semi-

regional distribution (e.g. what McDonald's may wish

to advertise in New York City, it may not wish to ad-

vertise in Dallas, Texas). The •Vegion" to be targeted

5 may often consist of a group of cooperative cable

companies who happen to be in a designated market-

ing area (DMA) or a zone within a DMA.
An advertiser today who wishes to advertise re-

gionally or semi-regionaify using the present, most

10 prevalent technology must contact each local cable

service headend or a designated advertising repre-

sentative for a group of headends. arrange for each

headend to have a taped copy of the ad. and then

make contact with each headend to show the cohd-

15 mercial during a desired series of avails over a de-

sired selection of cable channels. This arrangement

has been very difficult to estat)lish. coordinate and

operate. A natbnal or regional advertiser seeking to

reach a target audience in a particular DMA or zone

20 within a DMA will often not undertake the task of en-

tering into such cumbersome arrangements with so

many parties. National advertisers have therefore

sought out simpler arrangements made directly with

network television broadcasters such as NBC. ABC
25 and CBS, or with the cable networks that cover the

entire country and are priced accordingly. Both the

national advertiser and individual headend operator,

in short, suffer due to the inadequacies of the most

prevalent technology extant.

30 A number of attempts in the prior art with non-real

time approaches have provkied a less than complete

solution to the above-described problem. For exarrv

pie:

One known attempt at a solution, called

35 "ADLINK", includes a system for sending to the head-

end operator in a DMA, from a remote central site,

commercial messages over a special satellite trans-

ponder in an hour-long stream at off- hours (e.g.

nighttime). The headend operators record this stream

40 of commercials on a video tape recorder located at

each headend for playback during on-hours "avails"

of their choosing (e.g. daytime). This system requires

all the tape recorders at all headends to operate reli-

ably over relatively long periods of time. The national

45 advertisers have demonstrated that they do not have

confidence that their spots, in fact, are always run by

each headend operator in this type of system. In ad-

ditk)n, if even one or only a few headends fail in a tar-

geted DMA. monitoring of the lost ad is complex and.

50 when disclosed, it is not always practical to run the ad

again free, as there may well t>e the same or a differ-

ent headend(s) not working every night. This ap-

proach has also been offered by "AdStar" (a/k/a

"NuStar" and "Starnet") with more reliable local digital

55 video storage systems replacing the unreliable tape

recorders. This newer offering, however, is expensive

and requires a large investment by the cable headend

operators. Even Ifthese systOTs work perfectly, with

2
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no loss of commercial, afftdavils of performance

must stilf be sent by each headend to the sending

source for verification. The paperwork entailed in

such a process is cumbersome, expensive, and often

creates payment delays.

Another known system which seeks to solve the

above problem, uses a single satellite transponder to

send a series of promotional messages. These mes-
sages may be inserted into the local cable headends

programming whenever an "avail" occurs within a

"break". Since, however, there is only one message
stream and it has to serve alt headends all the time,

it is not sent in step with the timing of the breaks . Gaps
thus inherently occur, except in an unusual or coinci-

dental circumstance. To accomplish its purpose, then,

each *'avair is conceived of as being broken up into

a continuous stream of ten second nr>essages, so that

insertion can occur with some continuity. A third filler

message is used to help in the 0-10 second transition

period. This approach is known as the "Multivail" sys-

tem and is detailed in U. S. Patent No. 4,814.883. It

is useful for cable network promotion, but has been
shown not to be useful for a regional advertiser that

needs full length spots and needs to select specific

targeted DMAs.

Another known system used as an insertion ap-

proach recognizes that all cable networks do not run

commercial breaks at the same time. This automated

approach located at each headend uses a computer
programmed to draw upon a pool of headend tape

players as needed to complete the insertion. The vid-

eo tapes contain many commercials which are laid

down in a special formaL Each tape player is posi-

tioned by the computer to start at the formal location

ofthe next desired commercial. This concept is known
as the "ARVIS" system and is detailed in U. S. Patent

No. 4,724,491. A known extension of this approach

calls for commercials to be sent over a fiber optic link

by the headend operator with the computerized video

tape bank, to an adjacent cable operator for insertion

in its programming in order to widen the audience for

the local advertising. This concept has been used, for

example, in Indianapolis by two cable operators wish-

ing to connect their systems togetherjust for the brief

duration of the commercial breaks.

In view of the above, it is apparent that there ex-

ists a need in the art for both an apparatus and meth-
od which may be used efficiently and economically to

insert and verify the insertion of conrvnerciats, or

other messages, into slots cued by cable networks

during their programming for insertion of messages
from another source, particularly where it is desirable

to use at least a portion of the available time for re-

gional advertising in a plurality of designated market
areas, or zones within these DMA's.

In a preferred embodiment, a system is provided

which fulfils the above-described need in the art. as
well as other needs apparent to the skilled artisan and

includes an apparatus for inserting a television signal

(e.g. commercial) in time sequence from a remota

source into ongoing television programming being re-

ceived by at least two designated areas, each area

5 comprising at least one cable headend. The appara-

tus which may be located at the remote source in-

cludes means for sensing one or a plurality of cue sig-

nals associated with the television programming,

each of whfch designates an upcoming time interval

10 within which the signal from the remote source may
be inserted, means responsive to the cue signals for

sending an additional television insertion signal from

the remote source to a first designated area to be in-

serted into a time interval; and means for sending the

15 same or different insertion signal to a second of the

designated areas after completion of the insertion

signal at the first designated n^arket area. Each inser-

tion signal may be one-half or less of the time interval

into which it is inserted.

20 The envisioned apparatus may include means for

inserting the signal, e.g. commercial(s), via a satellite

communications network or over fiber optic commu-
nications link or microwave landlink. In this respect, in

certain preferred embodiments, the apparatus fur-

25 ther includes switch means boated at the cable head-

ends for inserting the remote source signal into the

ongoing television programming to subscribers within

the designated market areas. These switch means
may also include means for allowing the local cable

30 headend operator to coordinate the insertion of local

programming with the insertion of the remote source

signal. In certain embodiments, where the remote

source signal is compressed for transmission and
then decompressed at the headend, the headend

35 switching means allows the local headend operator to

use the decompression system to decompress his

own compressed local programming if desired.

Also envisioned for solving the above-descrit>ed

and other apparent needs in the art, is a method for

40 inserting a signal (e.g. a television commercial) in

time sequence from a remote source into ongoing tel-

evision programming being received by at least two

designated areas, each area comprising at least one

cable headend. The method preferably includes mon-
45 itoring the television progranmning at the remote

source and sensing at this location one or a plurality

of cue signals associated with the television program-

ming whrch designate forthcoming lime intervals

within which a signal from the remote source may be

50 inserted, sending in response to a cue signal, an ad-

ditional television insertion signal from the remote

source to a first des^nated area, and, upon comple-

tk)n of the running of the insertion signal in the first

designated area, sending the same or different inser-

55 lion signal to be inserted into the same or a different

tinte interval by a headend at a second designated

area In certain enibodiments the inserted signals are

commercials and run for atxnit one-half or less of the

3
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time interval into which they are inserted.

The tenm "insertion signal" as used herein is used

in its broadest sense to mean any kind of message or

instruction to be inserted in the ongoing program-

ming. In the preferred embodiments, of course, the in- s

sertion signal is a commercial. In this respect, the

term "commercial" is used herein in its broadest

sense, as welt, to designate generally the insertion of

any pronrational or instructional message. Such a

message may take many forms, including such things io

as actual free enterprise, corporate advertisements

(Pepsi, Coke, etc.), public service announcements,

network "promos", and the like. Obviously, widest-

spread utility is found in the field of corporate adver-

tising and, as such, this constitutes the preferred type is

of "comnrerciar.

In certain preferred embodiments there is no

storage of the commercial message at the cable

headends. This is accomplished at the central remote

site. In certain of these preferred embodiments, fur- 20

thermore, the commercials to be inserted are trans-

mitted from a single remote central site (such as Den-

ver for the USA) over an uplink beam to a satellite

transponder. In other embodiments fiber optics could

be used. The commercials are then broadcast over 25

the satellite transponder downlink beam to cable sys-

tems in a number of separate downlink DMAs se-

quentially. In this way, a way is provided of inserting

commercial advertising, or other messages, on cable

TV networks from a central site by preempting the on- 30

going programming at selected remote cable head-

ends in different areas.

In preferred embodiments a number of techni-

ques are used to minimize the cost of the transponder

system. For example, the transponder is preferably 35

time shared anx»ng a number of geographic areas,

such as New York, Washington and Chicago. Each

downlink area, or Designated Market Area (DMA), is

taken in a time sequence in turn. By sharing the

downlink over time among a number of DMAs (or a 40

number of differently grouped headends within a

DMA, herein at times referred to as "zones") the

downlink resource is used more efficiently. In one

embodiment, for example, each downlink zone or

DMA consumes about one-half or less of each 45

"break", leaving the remainder for network commer-
cials or for local ads to be inserted by the focal head-

end cable operator (thus creating what may be refer-

red to as a nocal avail"). Then, each DMA (or zone)

consumes only that fraction of the avails of which it so

is of the total DMAs designated to be used for inser-

tion by the central site. For example, if four DMAs (or

zones) are designated for insertion by an uplink beam
from the remote source, each DMAs insert (i.e.

"avail") will consume one-fourth of the total avails to 55

be used for insertron in the sequence from the renrtote

source. By time sharing of a sateflite transponder us-

ing such a sequencing technique, multiple (e.g. four)

DMA*s may be accommodated and the use of the

transponder resource is reduced, along with its at-

tendant cost. In addition, of course, local insertions

during a ^ocal avail" then become available by simply

making the remote "avail" about one-half or less of

the total network "break". In one embodiment of se-

quencing, for example, the remote site system sends

out a commercial to be inserted in a four "avail" se-

quence during two sequential "breaks", to four se-

quential DMA's, with one DMA following the next in a

cycle that repeats every four commercial "avails".

Since the "avail" is not the full "break", local ads may
be inserted or the network's national ad allowed to

run, in the remaining time.

Rexibility and effk;iency are also achieved

through a second concept called "simultaneity", by

recognizing that conrunercial "breaks" do not occur ail

at the same time on all networks. In the preferred em-

bodiments, then, simultaneity is built into the system.

The central site, in this respect, sends the first insert

commercial to occur on a given network (e.g. CNN)
over a first transponder channel and directs this for

insertion. This is called the first level of simultaneity.

A second commercial is then inserted "simultaneous-

ly" (i.e. at least overlappingly In time) using another

transponder channel, into another network (e.g.

MTV) while the first comnrtercial is still playing on

CNN. This is called the second level of simultaneity.

Upon completion of the first commercial on CNN. or

first level of simultaneity, the first transponder chan-

nel is made aval tattle for another commercial to be irv

serted on yet another network (e.g. ESPN). In one

emtx)diment, four insertion transponder channels are

shared to insert commercials into eight cable net-

works in this manner. As will be explained t)etow, ad-

ditional levels of simultaneity above two, may be ach-

ieved and are contemplated. Additional simultaneity,

of course, achieves the ability to insert sinfHjItaneous

commercials into mc^ than two network "breaks".

A third concept for achieving stilt additional effi-

ciency includes the use of knom\ video compression

technology so that several audio/video channels can

be created from a single transponder channel. Video

compression takes advantage of the redundancy in a

TV picture. The signal is digitized and computatiorts

run at high speed take out some redundant informa-

tion. When the redundant information is removed, the

video is said to be compressed, (n one emt>odiment

for example, video compression of four times (i.e. 4:1

ratio) at the central site and decompression of four

times at each headend site is used as a means to fur-

ther conserve the transponder resource on the satel-

lite.

In the particularly preferred emt>odiments. when
alt three of these efficiency creating concepts are inv

plemented together, the use of a single transponder

becomes highly efficient For example, in the in-

stance where there are four DMAs or zones in an in-

4
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sertion sequence (i.e. 4:1 sequence), when there is a

2:1 level of simultaneity (i.e. nunnber of networks to

number of levels of simultaneity) and a 4:1 compres-

sion ratio employed, the "efficiency ratio" of a trans-

ponder channel is 32:1 . That is to say, for example, a

single transponder channel now has the capability of

being used as 32 audioA^ideo channels for Inserting

commercials which can be deployed into 8 networks

in four sequential DMA's or zones. It is to be under-

stood, of course, that this precise example is not linv

iting. In this respect eight DMA*s may be serviced by

using a compression ratio of 8:1. The "efficiency ra-

tio" would then be 64 because the insertion sequence

remains 4:1 because servicing of the eight DMA*s is

in two groups of four DMA's.

This invention will now be described in reference

to certain illustrated embodiments wherein:

IN THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of a satel-

lite communication system in accordance with

this invention;

Figure 2 is a diagram illustrating a basic televi-

sion comntercial insertion system as contemplat-

ed in an embodiment of this invention having vid-

eo compressbn for the uplink signal and video

decompression and control switching in the cable

system;

Figure 3 is a diagram showing the time orienta-

tion of commercials to be inserted into available

time slots for designated market areas according

to an embodiment of this invention;

Figure 4 is a diagram illustrating an embodindent

of a signal processing and switching configura-

tion at a cable headend site according to this in-

vention;

Figure 5 is a diagram illustrating a configuration

of a central remote site for broadcasting the

stream of commercial insertion signals according

to an embodiment of this invention;

Figure 6 is a diagram illustrating another signal

processing and switching configuration at a cable

headend site according to this invention;

Figure 7 is a diagram showing a time oriented in-

sertion scheme as contemplated by this inven-

tion; and

Figure 8 is a diagram showing another time ori-

ented insertion scheme as contemplated by this

invention.

With reference to Figure 1. the embodinr»ent illu-

strated is a cable television commercial insertion sys-

tem which receives a cuing signal from a cable net-

work, such as CNN (not shown), and, in response to

that cuing signal, transits a composite signal 2,

which includes a connmerctal insert signal 2a, and a

control signal 2b, from a remote arbitrary central site

1 . The commercial signal 2 to be Inserted is broadcast

over an uplink beam 3 via a standard satellite dish ar-

rangement 95 to a multichannel satellite transponder

10. The satellite transponder 10 receives the uplink

signals 3 and then broadcasts downlink signals 11

5 (uplink and downlink signals are in RF frequencies,

standard in the industry).

The downlink signals 11 sent from satellite trans-

ponder 10 are grouped by coding into designated

market areas (DMAs) or zones 12. 14. 16 and 18.

10 Preferably, these DMAs or zones are geographically

separated, although they need not be. Within each

DMA there may be a plurality of cable headend down-

link receiver switching sites (i.e. local cable company

operators) designated generally as 22. Each headend

15 site 22 receives its signals via multiple dedicated

dishes generally illustrated as item 250 (illustrated

schematically as a single dish for convenience). Each

of these cable headend receiving systems 22 then

provides the television signals for a local cable tele-

20 vision system sent to TV cable custonriers.

With reference now to Figure 2, there is first illu-

strated a commercial insert uplink signal source at

central site 1 for generating RF frequency beam 3 in

response to a number of received network television

25 signals. These network program signals (RF signals)

are received by multiple dedicated dish arrangement

93 (illustrated schematically as a single dish for con-

venience) in the form ofRF signals 242, 244, 246, and

248 etc.. totaling eight network signals in all. (It is un-

30 derstood. of course, that eight networks are merely

exemplary. More or less networks may be serviced

than eight, and such other numbers are contemplated

for use in this invention.) Alternatively, these signals

may t>e received from a fiber optk; feed or microwave

35 landlink, not shown. These network program signals

received in RF frequency form are sent through con-

ventional satellite signal receiver 91A which converts

the RF frequency to the audioA^ideo spectrum. The

audio/video spectrum signals emerging are signals

40 50, 52, 54. 56. 58, 60 and 62.

The signals so received and converted into sig-

nals 50. 52. 54. 56, 58, 60 and 62 usually include na-

tionally broadcast cable network programming, in-

cluding their cuir^ signal for signalling an upcoming

45 commercial "break". Such cuing signals usually ap-

pear as an auditHe or sut>-audible tone in the ongoing

programming. Examples of such cable network pro-

grannming are; Cable News Network (CNN), ESPN,
the Music Television Channel (MTV), Discovery

so Channel. Arts and Entertainnrient Channel (A&E).

Nostalgia Channel (NOST). the USA Channel (USA),

the Family Channel (FAM). TNT, and others. These

vkjeo/audto spectrum signals are fed. In groups of

four or more, into network insertion systems 70 and

55 72.

In response to the "t^reak" cuing signals, the conrv

mercial insertion system 70 and 72 provides a com-

mercial insert signal to uplink 3 from the first adver-

5
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tising signal encoder/compressor 74, the second ad-

vertising signal encoder/compressor 76, the third ad-

vertising signal encoder/compressor 78, and the

fourth advertising signal encoder/conripressor 80. The

signals for each of the encoder/compressors (i.e. the

connmercrals to be inserted) and their respective cod-

ed control now compressed, are fed into a conv

pressed video signal generator (i.e. an RF up conver-

ter) 90 of known type for transnnission over uplink

beam 3 to satellite transponder 10.

An encoder/compression system useful in the

practice of this invention is a four channel TDM en-

coder system (4 video, 16 audio) manufactured by

Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia. Such a sys~

tern generally includes as the 16 channel audio sys-

tem, a D9160 SEDAT Audio Encoder Chassis, D9165
Dual SEDAT Audio Encoder Cards, an appropriate

computer software, as well as for the four channel vid-

eo system, a D9101 single channel vkteo encoder in-

cluding an NTSC/CCIR 601 decoder/synchronizer, a

D910D multiplexer (21.5 Mbps) and a D9170 QPSK
modulator (43 Mbps). There may also be provided a

four channel monitoring system which includes a

D9410 TDM receiver, a D9460 multi-decoder main-

frame and a D9465 decoder module (21.5 Mbps).

This ca n be used, as hereinafter described, to monitor

the uplink signal being sent out for insertion.

It may also be helpful to employ a cold standby

system with a 1:4 redundancy. Each 1:4 redundant

system may include the appropriate number of units

as in the first described unit, which may also include

a 418 RF protection switch and a DEQ7-Yamaha au-

dio delay unit, and a protection routing switcher. As
used in the description of these elements, "encoder"

includes the compression system, as well as the cod-

ing system; while "decoder" includes decompression

as well as decoding.

The satellite transponder 10 sends the commer-
cial insert signals and coded control instructions over

downlink beam 11 to a plurality of cable system head-

ends 22 (only one shown for convenience) in a par-

ticular downlink area or DMA (e.g. DMA 12, 14, 16, or

18; Fig. 1). It is. of course, understood in this respect,

that an entire DMA need not be targeted, but that a

particular DMA. for example, may be segregated into

multiple "zones" for targeting. The commercial insert

signals and coded control instructions are received

(i.e. converted to the audio/video spectrum) and de-

compressed using decompression/receivers 100,

102, 104 and 106, such as an "Integrated Receiv-

er/Decoder" Model 9708 distributed by Scientific-At-

lanta, Inc..

An alternative to the use of decompression/re-

ceivers 100-106 is shown in dotted line form in Figure

2. In this alternative emt>odiment, a series of deconv
pression/recervers generally indicated by the box 500
which ts constructed m a similar fashion to decom-
presston/receivers 100-106 in that it has the same ca-

pabilities, but further includes internal modem capa-

bilities so as to eliminate the need formoden^s 252B
and 252C (used in the full line embodiment to provide

the serial control signals to audio/video switches 108

5 and 110), are constructed so as to allow the local

headend cable company to use the decompression

capabilities of receiver 500 (usually supplied by the

central site 1 owner) rather than having to invest in its

own decompression system. In this dotted line enrv

10 bodi ment. the local headend operator is provided with

a combined receiver/modenD/control unit 502 for con-

trolling the insertion of his own compressed local vid-

eo/audio messages 504. Unit 502 can be controlled

by the local operator, or in another emtx>diment can

15 be controlled via signal 11 from remote central site 1.

In either embodiment, the headend operator may use

compressed audio/video n^essages in his own local

message bank 504 without having to employ a sepa-

rate decompressor unit of his own.

20 Returning now to the full line first embodiment il-

lustrated in Figure 2, the aforesaid decoder system in

elements 1 00-106. such as the previously referenced

Model D9708 distributed by Scientific-Atlanta. Inc.,

may be of the same type of decoder system located

25 at the remote site 1 as part of the encoder system as

described above and used in its monitoring system

(hereinafter described) including the parts as descri-

bed for a four channel TDM decoder system (21.5

Mbps; 4 video.. 16 audio) as listed. Downlink receiver

30 91 B receives the network signals from the dedicated

multidish arrangement 250 in RF frequency form and

converts such signals into usable audio/video signals

50, 52, 54, 56, 58. 60, 62 and 64. Leading then into

audio/video switches 108 and 110 are these aforesaid

35 network signals, the serial control signals coming

from nwKlems 2528 and 252C (e.g. Hayes-

compatible modems), as well as the now decom-

pressed commercial signals t>eing sent for insertion

as shown by the arrows emerging from the bottom of

40 decompression/receivers 100, 102. 104, and 106. In

this way, cable channel signals 50-64 can be viewed

by cable television viewers and, upon receh/Ing the

coded control messages from the decompression/re-

ceiver devices 100, 102, 104, and 106 (and the cen-

45 tral signals from modems 252B and/or 252C). the au-

dioA^ideo switches 108 and 11 0 vynll swftch in the com-

mercial insert signals so that the commercial insert

signals that have been sent from remote central site

1 are played over the local cable channels on lines

50 120, 122, 124, 126, 128, 130. 132, and 134 that are

going to the TV cable customers. This anrangenrtent

thus results in any given cable channel signal having

a remotely cued and broadcast commercial inserted,

in real ttnrte. from a central uplink site 1 during a con>-

55 mercial "break" as cued by prior tone received from a

given cable network signal (e.g. 242. 244. 246, 248,

etc.).

A significant advantage of this embodiment is

6
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that the expensive communications resource (I.e. the

satellite and its transponders) is conserved and used

to maximum effect at minimum cost. In this respect,

efficiency is achieved through the recognition that the

commercials to be inserted into a ca ble television sig- 5

nal by way of a "avail" during a commercial "break-

can be time shared among a number of DMA regions

or zones within a DMA.
In this respect, and as shown schematically In

Figure 1 . the satellite transponder 1 0 can downlink a io

coded commercial insert signal 2, useful in only cer-

tain areas. These areas nnay be DMAs themselves, or

may be zones within a given DMA. For illustrative pur-

poses, area 12 shall be designated as area "A" (At-

lanta, Georgia). Area 14 shall be designated as area is

"B" (Boston. Mass.). Area 16 shall be designated area

"C (Chicago. III.), and area 18 shall be designated

area "D" (Dallas, Texas). Thus, for example, each of

these downlink DMAs or zones can be a separate,

major metropolitan area if desired. With the system it 20

is possible to selectively downlink a conrwnercial inser-

tion signal into each one of the four DMA areas or

zones using an efficient sequencing concept.

With reference now to Figure 3, there is illustrat-

ed an embodiment of this time sharing (i.e. sequenc- 25

ing) concept. The block of time denoted by 222 is the

full network (e.g. ESPN) "break" time allotted for in-

sertions. The signal insertion is denoted as 212 and
runs for the length of time 220. This is known as an
"avail" in area A (Atlanta). Since an actual insertion 30

212 is taking place byway of receipt of a commercial

from remote site 1 into area A, then this block of time

220 is termed an "avail". During that avail lime, the

other areas B-D will show some other commercial

(either a local commercial, thus designated as a "local 35

avail", or the commercial which the cable network is

sending). In this instance, and in tmsi situations con-

templated, the time span 220 is shown as running

about one-half or less of the entire "break" 222. The
next sequential "avail" is for area B (e.g. Boston) and 40

shows the insertion of the same or a different com-
mercial by way of insert 214. The two blocks together

consume substantially the entire amount of "break"

222. Of course, it is understood that when the inser-

tion is taking place in area B, areas A. as well as C 45

(e.g. Chicago) and D (e.g. Dallas) are free to run local

ads by way of a "local avail" or allow the network ad
to run.

Since avails A/B have consumed the entire

"break" 222, cable network programming resumes so

thereafter and a new "avail" only occurs at the next

designated "break". As shown, this next "break" is

then consumed by two more "avail" insertions se-

quentially sent respectively to areas C and D (the

commercials sent may be the same or different) and 55

represented as insertions 216 and 218, respectively.

As each insertion takes place in a given area (i.e. C
or 0) the other areas are freed up for local insertion

or continued cable network commercials as afore-

said.

Following the second "break" and further re-

sumption of network programming, the next "break"

merely restarts the cyde again as among areas A, B,

G. and D. In this way, as between four designated

areas (DMAs or zones) each designated area only

consumes one-fourth of the entire "avail" time being

consumed in any given market area, freeing the rest

of the time for local or network ads. It is to be under-

stood that an "avail" may, in certain circumstances,

consunrte an entire "break". Thus, sequencing of area

avails" actually results in the sequencing of entire

area "breaks" in such a situation.

A typical example of a length of time for an entire

"break" made available for second source insertion of

commercials by the cable network company is 1-2

minutes. Typically the "avails", whether used by the

remote source or by the local cable operator (head-

end), are for approximately 30 seconds in duration. It

is, of course, understood in this respect that Figure 3

illustrates the "breaks" being provided by a single

network, here ESPN The coordinatfon of insertions

into other network breaks is described below. It is also

understood that spadng between the breaks is not

necessarily the same, and, as especially occurs at

times with ESPN, they may occur somewhat randonv
ly. particularly during a sporting event such as base-

ball.

With reference now to Figure 4. the switching

means at each cable headend 22 are more precisely,

but still schematically illustrated. In this respect, and

with brief reference to Figures 2 and 4 together, it is

to be pointed out that receivers 91A and 91B are a

bank of conventional receivers and cue tone detec-

tors of known design (e.g. which not only detect the

cue tone, but convert RF frequency to the usable vid-

eo/audio spectrum. In addition, and with specific ref-

erence to Figure 2, unit 90 is an RF up-converter of

conventional design which, of course, creates from

an audio/video spectrum signal an RF frequency

beam for sending to the transponder in satellite 10.

Turning now to the schematic drawing of cable

headend 22 as illustrated in Figure 4. it can be seen

that a number of signals (here nine, including signal

11) are being sent via various downlinks to a multiple

anray of standard dedicated dishes 250. Among these

signals, of course, Is the insertion signal 11, and the

cable network signals 242, 244. 246. 248, etc., which

are received in the downlink receiving satellite dish ar-

ray 250. Signal 11 is the composite commercial insert

signal (actually a stream of multiple commercials

coming with coded instructions), of course, from the

remote central site 1. Network signals 242. 244. 246,

248, etc. are. as described above, the regular cable

network signals (CNN, ESPN, etc.) being received by

both dish array 250 located at headend 22 and dish

array 93 located at remote site 1 (Fig. 2). These nel-

7
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work signals may be coming from the same or differ-

ent satellites (not shown).

As shown now in Figure 4, signal paths 258 and

260 carry the same commercial insert signal 11 being

sent separately to signal decompression/RF conver- 5

sion receivers 100 and 102. Receivers 100 and 102

are set to produce a first level of simultaneity (i.e. an

audio/video commercial insert signal along path 262)

and a second level of simultaneity (i.e. commercial in-

sert video/audio signal 264). Signal path 262 trans- io

mits the first commercial message in the stream to

run, and signal path 264 transmits the second conv

mercial in the stream to run separately, simultaneous-

ly or in overlapping fashion (or vice versa). When the

first commercial is complete, signal path 262 is freed is

up to transmit another commercial insertion (e.g. to

another or the same network). Signal path 262 is thus

aptly termed as the "first level of simultaneity** and

signal path 264 is aptly called the "second level of si-

multaneity" because each may be inserted simultane- 20

ously into two different networks if desired. Two lev-

els of simultaneity are used herein for four networks.

Additional levels of simultaneity may be added with

larger groupings of cable networks and switches.

Composite signal 11 includes, as aforesaid, a ser- 25

ial coded central message 270 for controlling

switches 284 and 286 which insert into network sig-

nals 50-56 the commercials at the appropriate time.

As further illustrated in Figure 4, downlink composite

signal 11 after its conversion in receiver 100, is sent 3o

to a conventbnal low speed (4800 baud) modem
252B (a Hayes-compatible modem) which then con-

trols the audioA^isual switches 284 and 286 (all as

shown in Figure 2 in combined form as switch 108)

and thus the insertion process. Cable satellite net- 35

work signals 242, 244, 246, and 248 are received in

the bank of receivers and cue tone detectors 91 B (as

aforesaid) and emerge as audio/video signals 50. 52,

54, and 56. Also emerging for sending to a similar

bank of switches 110 are audio/video signals 58-64 40

which are, of course, the other four RF network sig-

nals (not numbered) which have come in to dish sys-

tem 250. In this respect, then, the switching mecha-
nism 108 and 110 will be handling for insertion eight

network programmings. In response to coded control 45

message 270, the audio/video switches 284 and 286
switch from the cable televisk>n signals 50, 52, 54,

and 56 to one of the commercial insert signal paths

262 or 264. A sinrtilar function \s duplicated, of course,

in switch means 110 as illustrated in Figure 2. This so

switching is accomplished and the resultant signal is

output on customer cablelines 120, 122, 124, and 126

(and for switch 110, lines 128-134). Additional adver-

tising signals to be inserted may be accommodated

as future growth dbtates on a line such as shown as 55

260. Additional broadcast signals can then be switch-

ed for commercrat insertfon as shown in the redun-

dant switch circuit 290. In this way, the cable headend

configuration can be flexibly configured for future

growth.

With reference now to Figure 5, there is illustrat-

ed an embodiment of insertion means 70 or 72 and

its interrelationship with elements 74-80, up-conver-

ter 90, and decompressor/receivers 100-106 as more
generally illustrated in Figure 2. In this respect, and

for reference purposes, it is here understood that cen-

tral site 1 produces uplink signal 3 (see Figs. 1-2)

which includes the stream of conrtmercials to be in-

serted. Signal 11 , of course, is the transponded signal

3. At remote central site 1, the same cable satellite

network signals are received as at headend 22 via

dish systems 93 and 250, respectively. After passing

through conventional cable receivers 91A and 918

(site 1 and 22, respectively) they becon^ audio/video

network signals 50-64. In this emt>odiment, elements

74, 76, 78, and 80 are individually dedicated to link

only with their respective decompressor/ receivers

100-106 at the headend, such that 74 is linked only

to 100, 76 to 102, etc.. With reference to Figure 5. sig-

nals 50-56 are received by insertion means 70. while

signals 58-64 are received by insertion means 72.

The audio signals are monitored for industry

standard cue tones which indicate the beginning of a

cable commercial break (usually 5-8 seconds before

the actual commerotal break occurs). These cue

tones, furthermore, in some networks may be stan-

dard sub-audio tones. A computer controller 340 de-

tects the audio or sub-audio cue tones and provides

a control signal 344 to control (via appropriate soft-

ware) the switches and tape players 31 Oa-h for com-

merdal insertion system generally indicated as 360.

Within computer/controller 340, whenever sub-audio

tones are to be detected, there is provided a sub-au-

dio tone detector such as a Wegener Model 1601

mainframe and control, for converting sub-audto

tones to usable audio tones.

Signals 50, 52. 54 and 56 are also routed as video

signals only to the tape players 31Oa-h for network

synchronization, whrch are first input to video input

synchronization system 308 (a set of relays coordin-

ating network signals with tape decks 31 Oa-h). This

synchronization system 308, of known design, puts

the video tape players 31 Oa-h and. therefore, all of

the stream of commeroials to t>e inserted, In synch"

with the desired network so that the TV picture will

not appear to roll when commercials are inserted.

The video synchronization system 308 provides

an output signal which controls these video tape play-

ers 31 Oa-h (which may be Sony VP7000's). An alter-

native to the use of vkleo tape players 31Oa-h is to

use a known digital storage and playback device.

When tape decks are used they are preferat>ty of one

hour in length to contain 30-second commercials with

2-second gaps in between. Thus each tape may con-

tain a little more than 100 individual corrvnercials for

insertion. Video tape players 31 Oa-h (or alternative

8
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digital storage and playback device) in this way are

capable of putting out a plurality of comnnercial sig-

nals in a stream, for insertion as controlled by au-

dio/video coordination switch system 314. The output

of the audio/video switch system 314 creates a level 5

1 simultaneity signal 316 and a level 2 simultaneity

signal 316. Signal 316 and signal 318 are input to au-

dio^(deo switches 320 and 322 (e.g. ARVIS 7742S
switches) and are also used to drive compression/ en-

coding systems 74 and 76. An example ofa unit which to

includes elements 340. 344, 308. 314, as well as the

monitoring system 320/322 (hereinafter described) is

an ARVIS 7240 purchasable from the ARVIS Corpor-

ation. Compression systems 74 and 76 feed the sig-

nals so received, as well as the signal received from is

modem 252A into up-converter 90 which, via uplink

dish 95 (Figure 2) then creates composite commercial

stream signal 3 to satellite transponder 10. It is under-

stood, of course, that insertion device 72 is a dupli-

cate of 70, and, as shown in parentheses handles sig- 20

nals 316* and 318' for insertions into network signals

58-64.

In addition to sending the converted network sig-

nals 50-64 through the switch mechanism as previ-

ously described, insertion mechanism 70 and 72 also 25

include means for monitoring the uplink signal being

sent for accuracy. For this purpose switch means 320

and 322 are provided so as to generate a monitoring

system. In this respect, switches 320, 322 provide

output signals 356 and 358, respectively, to video and 30

audio monitors for purposes of monitoring for quality

and accuracy the insertion taking place at the uplink

site.

With reference now to Figure 6, there is illustrat-

ed another emt>odiment of a switching matrix for ere- 35

ating the insertion of commercials. In this embodi-

ment switch means 108, 110 (Fig. 2) are combined

into a single switching matrix. In the embodiment as

illustrated in Figure 4, in this respect, the separate

switch matrix 108 and 110 accommodate, in each, 40

two levels of simultaneity. Thus, each switch matrix

108 or 110 can accommodate only two comnrkercials

at one time, on four networks. In the emtK>diment of

Figure 6, on the other hand, where matrixes 108 and

110 are combined, four channels may be accommo- 4S

dated for overlapping commercial breaks on eight

networks. This later embodiment is thus statistically

more efficient and should be used wherever demand
so justifies.

In order to achieve this increased efficiency, and so

with specific reference to Figure 6, the number of tape

players has been increased from eight to sixteen, and
now includes tape players 310a-p. As can be seen,

the system is generally the same as that illustrated

and described above with respect to Figure 5, except 55

that sw&ch 314 now outputs four levels of simultane-

ity 316, 317, 316, and 319. which are also used to

drive elements 74, 76, 78 and 80. The output nrtonitor-

ing switch 321 is an expanded nr«trix switch that in-

serts four levels of simultaneity into all eight cable

networks and creates monitoring signals 357. Moni-

toring may also be accomplished, if desired, by locat-

ing at the remote site 1 (or at any monitoring site) an-

other system 22 (i.e. a monitoring headend). By using

both monitoring systems, both the uplink signal and
customer signal are monitored. Further expansion to

sixteen, or more, networks nr\ay be made in a similar

fashion by merely reconstructing further additional

mechanisms in the same way that Figure 6 increases

over Figure 5.

Another unique feature of this system, due to its

real time nature that allows for monitoring at any site

merely by creating another downlink system 22 that

monitors all areas being serviced, is that the need for

numerous affidavits of performance may be eliminat-

ed. This is accomplished by merely establishing as

the monitoring site 22 an independent verification

service such as A. C. Nielsen Corp. (a division of

Dunn & Bradstreet Corp.) which then need provide

only a single verification of performance to the re-

quired parties if requested.

From the above, it can be seen that for the first

time there is provided a very efficient and unique

method and apparatus for inserting the same or dif-

ferent conrvnercials into different areas. At a central

site 1. the cable network signals are monitored for

tones which signal the breaks, so that inserted conv

mercials can create "avails" therefrom. Upon detec-

tion of the cues for the breaks, avails may be simply

and efficiently created at the remote site in which

commercials may be inserted by efficient use ofa sat-

ellite transponder 10. All of this can be done without

interfering with the ability of the local cable operator

to insert where desired local advertising which he has

been able to obtain to help support his local cable

company.

With reference, in this respect, to the uplink signal

3. there 'is included therein an addressable coded

control message and a plurality of commercials in a

stream to be inserted. The switches at each headend

contain an addressing feature, so that they only re-

spond to commands with ther address when re-

ceived. The commercials are time shared, then, in se-

quencing fashion among a plurality of designated

market areas or zones (or other form of different de-

signee), such as those as illustrated in Figure 1. Each

of the cable headend units 22 in a given designated

DMA or zone within a DMA, receive its designated

commercial insert signal. The comnDsrc'els are time

shared such that only one of the designated areas

shows the inserted commercial at a time on any par-

ticular network. In this way. the transponder resource

10 is conserved and, as hereinbefore described, one

transponder can be used to serve a plurality of DMA's

or zones.

For example, one market area or zone is chosen

9
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for receiving a specific commercial insert signal. That

designated area and the cable headend units within

it will then receive the coded control message to con-

trot audio/video switches 284» 286, Figure 4 (also

shown as 1 08 in Figure 2) at each headend. The au- 5

dioA^ideo switches are switched to allow signals 316-

319 (or 316, 318, 316\ 318' in Fig. 5) to be inserted

In real time into the local cable system during the

chosen "avail" for each cable network. The commer-
cial chosen need not be the same for each avail or io

each sequence, since through control means 344 and

the bank of tapes containing numerous commercials,

commercials nr^ay be selected from each tape and/or

from each tape deck 310a-p for insertion in the appro-

priate fashion. 15

The permutations and combinations are numer-

ous, all of which are contemplated by this invention.

However, in order to demonstrate both the efficiency

and uniqueness of the subject invention, there is pre-

sented in Figures 7 and 8 an illustration of two se- 20

quencing embodiments. With reference first to Figure

7 there is illustrated an embodiment wherein there is

created by the remote site 1 , two levels of simultane-

ity for commercial insertions into four networks' bre-

aks. This, for example, would simulate a typical use 25

contemplated for insertion device 70. Device 72
would be a duplicate, but for four other networks.

As shown in Figure 7, four networks; namely,

CNN, MTV. ESPN, and A&E are presented for inser-

tion of commercials during a series of three breaks 30

over a finite period of time running from 0 to X. As can

be seen in each of these four networks, commercial

breaks appear at different times, but both commercial

breaks and avails as between the networks may at

times overlap. In this embodiment the breaks and 35

networks are chosen so that no nnore than two net-

work's breaks (and avails) overlap. That is because

there are only two levels of simultaneity being gener-

ated. The two levels of simultaneity being generated

are, as illustrated for example in Figure 5, signals 316 40

and 318.

Figure 7 contemplates the servicing (insertion) of

four DMA*s or zones labeled A, B, C, D. respectively.

The arrows entering the blocks A, B. C, D indicate in-

sertions of a conronercial selected from a plurality of 45

commercials in the indicated tape deck 310a-h. The
designation "NP" designates network programming

occurring between breaks. Using, for example, the

contrast between A&E and ESPN (i.e. signals 56 and

54, respectively) it can be seen that the first break oc- so

curs at A&E. That break, usually one minute in dura-

tion, rs separated into two, equal 30-second "avails".

Into the first avail there is inserted in area A (e.g. At-

lanta) the first level of simultaneity signal 316 which
has selected from tape deck 31Oa a specific comnr»er- 55

cial for insertron. Overlapping this A&E break is the

first ESPN break which again ts separated into two
"avails". Despite the fact that a commercial is running

in area Aon A&E from tape deck 310a via signal 316.

the system creates, through simultaneity in signal

318, the selection of another comn>ercial from tape

deck 31 Oc for play into area A on the ESPN network.

Then, when the first "aval I" is finished in area A on the

A&E network, tape deck 310a is freed and tape deck

310b is cycled into signal 316 to play the same or a
different commercial into area B (Boston) on A&E.

The first "avail" on A&E is not being used in areas

B (Boston), C (Chicago), and D (Dallas), while being

used in area A. These other areas are then freed up
at their headends to insert their own local commer-
cials at that time in the first "avail" on A&E, or to allow

the A&E network to run its national advertising being

sent by way of its signal 56.

By simply following the diagram presented in Fig-

ure 7 in its logical sequencing, and in accordance with

the way just described with respect to the contrast be-

tween A&E and ESPN, as well as the sequencing of

areas A, B, 0, and D, it can be seen that four commer-

cial networks are efficiently serviced during their

breaks by two levels of simultaneity with a large nunrv

ber of available commercials recorded on eight tape

decks, each tape deck capable of storing more than

1 00, 30-second commercials.

Figure 6 illustrates a similar situatbn, but in the

instance reflected in the system shown in Figure 6,

where four levels of simultaneity via signals 316, 317.

318. and 319 are built into the system. Here, eight

networks are serviced during their breaks and four

network overlaps in their breaks and/or avails may be

accommodated due to the four levels of simultaneity

built into the system. In this instance, as aforesaid, in-

stead of using the eight tape decks as presented In

Figure 5, sbcteen tape decks are now employed to

give even more opportunity for selecting among an

even larger numt>er of recorded commercials. In this

respect, it is to be noted that the commercials are con-

veniently stored in a single system at the remote cen-

tral site 1, rather than having to store them at each

headend site as in certain fbm^er prior art systems.

The elinninatton of storage facilities (other than any

storage facility desired by the local headend to store

its own local commercials) is a significant advantage

of this system over certain known prior art devices. By
following through, in this respect, the same logk^al

progression of breaks and avails as described with re-

spect to Figure 7, all as illustrated in Figure 8. the ef-

ficient servicing of eight caUe network channels can

be seen to be achieved.

Acomparison of Figure 5 with Figure 6 and Figure

7 with Rgure 8 illustrates some important differences

between the two embodiments Illustrated. First of all,

ft is to be understood, as aforesakl, that Figure 7 il-

lustrates the commerdal inserting being genmted
only by insertion means 70 in Rgure 2. Insertion

means 72« as iDustrated in the parenthese, would be

generating its own two levels of simultaneity 316' and
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318' for insertion into networks 58-64 using elements

78 and 80. Thus, in this respect, the embodiment of

Figure 5 does create four levels of simultaneity and

services eight networks when duplicated insertion

means 72 is taken into account (i.e. Fig. 7 is mirrored

again for element 72). However, in this embodiment

each level of simultaneity only has eight tape decks

to choose commercials from, and then it can only ser-

vice a grouping of four networks. Thus, as shown in

Figure 7. insertion means 70 could service CNN,
MTV, ESPN and A&E, while insertion means 72 could

service MOST. USA, FAM and TNT. In each of these

groupings, only two levels of simultaneity can be tol-

erated. Thus if in either of these two groupings of four

networks, for example, one grouping had more than

two overlaps in commercial breaks or avails (in other

words requiring more than two levels of simultaneity

within a grouping), the embodiment of Figure 5 could

not accommodate it even with both insertion means
70 and 72 operating to their fullest capacity.

In comparison it can be seen that the embodi-

ment of Figure 6 (and Figure 8) overcomes this limit-

ation because all eight networks are grouped togeth-

er and are being serviced in the same switching

mechanism which creates, instead of two pairs of sig-

nals each with two levels of simultaneity, four non-

paired signals with four levels of simultaneity. The re-

sult is that the grouping of networks now becomes
statistically more efficient since four overlaps can be

accommodated, rather than only two. In addition, all

four levels appropriate control, select from ail sixteen

tape decks, rather than being limited to only eight tape

decks. Thus a degree of flexibility is built in to the env

bodimentof Figures that is not present in the embodi-

ment of Figure 5. However, in both emtiodiments a

significant improvement over the prior art is ach-

ieved. This is partrcularly true when compression sys-

t&vns are employed as aforesaid to conserve trans-

ponder channel use and thus create further efficten-

additional television signals comprises:

a) means for sensing a cue signal associated

with the television signals, the cue signal des-

ignating an upcoming time interval within

5 which a said additional television signal from

the source thereof may be inserted;

b) means for generating one or more addition-

al television signals capable of being inserted

into the time interval after the sensing means
10 senses the cue signal associated with the

time interval;

c) means for associating with each said addi-

tional television signal to be inserted a selec-

tive address signal such that each said addi-

15 tional signal may be addressed to activate for

insertion the switch means in one or more of

the receiver systems, and,

d) means responsive to the cue signal for

sending at least one of said addittonal televi-

20 sion signals and the selective address signal

associated therewith so thatwhen received at

the receiver systems, the address signal will

activate for insertion of said additional televi-

sion signal the switch means in at least one,

25 but not all, of the receiver systems.

2. A system as claimed in Claim 1. wherein the

sending means includes means for sequentially

sending a said additional television signal, each

30 sequential sending having associated therewith a

different selective address signal.

3. A system as daimed in Claim 2, wherein the

sending means includes nrteans for sending at

35 least two additional television signals each asso-

ciated with a different address signal in sequence

during the same time interval.

4. A system as claimed in Claim 3, wherein the

sensing means includes means for sensing a cue

signal associated with a network television signal

from at least two separate network sources t>eing

received by the receiver systems, each said cue

signal designating an upcoming time interval as-

sociated with its respective network television

signal within which a said additionai television

signal may be inserted from the source of addi-

tional television signals and wherein the sending

means includes means responsive to a said cue

signal associated with at least two network tele-

vision signals for sequentially sending in re-

sponse to both the cue signals said additional tel-

evision signals to the receiver systems, each

sending having associated therewith a different

address signal from ttte previous sending.

5. A system as dainted in Claim 4, wherein the time

intervals of the at least two network television

cy. 40

Claims

1. A system for inserting addressed, additional tel- 45

evisk>n signals into network television signals

emanating from a source and being received by

at least two receiver systen^s which indude

switch means responsive to an address signal as-

sociated with the additional television signals for so

allowing the addressed additional televisk>n sig-

nals to be inserted into the network television sig-

nals, the source of the network television signals

being located separate from the receiver sys-

tems, the system comprising a source of the ad- 55

drtionaJ televteion signals located separate from

both the source of the network tefeviston signals

and the receiver systems, wherein the source of

10

15

20
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signals overlap In time.

6. A system as claimed in either Claim 4 or Claim 5,

wherein the time intervals are commercial

breaks.

7. A system as claimed in Claim 6 wherein the conv

mercial t}reaks of the at least two network televi-

sion signals occur simultaneously.

8. A system according to either Claim 6 or Claim 7.

wherein the additional television signals to be in-

serted are television commercials, the system

further including a storage means containing a

plurality of commercials and control means for

selecting from the storage means commercials

for addressing and sending to the receiver sys-

tems.

9. A system as claimed in any one of Clain^s 4 to 8,

wherein the means responsive to cue signals in-

cludes means responsive to a cue signal associ-

ated with each of at least four television network

signals,

10. A system as claimed in any preceding Claim,

wherein the source of additional television sig-

nals further includes means for compressing said

additional television signals, and the receiver

system includes means for decompressing a

compressed signal received for insertion from

the source of additional television signals.

11. A system as claimed in Qaim 10. wherein the de-

compression means is further capable of deconrv

pressing a compressed signal received from an-

other source and wherein the receiver system

further includes storage means for storing at

least one compressed signal after decompres-

sion and control means for renK>ving from the

storage means the stored, decompressed signal

received from the other source and inserting the

stored signal into the time interval at a time not

used by the insertion of a said additional televi-

sion signal received from the source thereof.

12. A system as claimed in any preceding Claim,

wherein the source of additional televtsun sig-

nals further includes satellite dish means for re-

ceiving a plurality of network programs which in-

clude a cue signal, and uplink means for gener-

ating an uplink signal via satellite of said addition-

al signal to be inserted and said selective address

signal and wherein the receiver system includes

satellite dish nrteans for receiving at least the

same plurality of network programs which in-

cludes the cue signal as received by the source

dish means and for receiving a downlink signal of

said additional signal to be inserted and said se-

lective address signal from a satellite generated

in response to the uplink signal from the source.

5 13. A method for inserting addressed, additional tel-

evision signals into network television signals

emanating from a source and being received by

at least two receiver systems which include

switch means responsive to an address signal as-

10 sociated with the additional television signals for

allowing the addressed additional television sig-

nals to be inserted into the network television, the

source of network televisbn signals being locat-

ed separate from the receiver systems, the meth-

15 od being initiated from a source of the additional

television signals located separate from both the

source of network television signals and the re-

ceiver systems, and wherein the steps carried out

by the source of the additional televisbn signals

20 comprise:

a) sensing a cue signal associated with the

network television signals, the cue signal des-

ignating an upcoming time interval within

which a said additional television signal from

25 the source of additional television signals may
be inserted;

b) generating one or more additional televi-

sion signals capable of being inserted into the

time interval after said sensing of the cue sig-

30 nal associated with the time interval;

c) associating with each said additional tele-

vision signal to be inserted a selective ad-

dress signal such that each said additional tel-

evision signal is addressed to activate for in-

35 sertion the switch means in one or more of the

receiver systems; and,

d) sending in response to the cue signal at

least one said additional television signal and

the selective address signal associated there-

40 with so that when received at the receiver sys-

tems the address signal will activate for inser-

tion of said additional television signal the

switch means in at least one, but not all of the

receiver systems.

45

14. A method as claimed in Claim 13 which includes

the further steps conducted by the receiver sys-

tems:

a) receiving a network television signal;

50 b) receiving said additional television signal

and the selective address signal associated

therewith;

c) acth/ating the switch means in each respec-

tive receiver system assodated for activation

55 by the address signal, and not activating the

switch means in each respective receiver sys-

tem not associated for acth^tren by the selec-

tive address signal; and

12
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d) inserting said additional television signal

within the time interval in the network televi-

sion signal only at those recerver systems

whose switches were activated by the selec-

tive address signal. s

15. A method as claimed in Claim 14, wherein the

time interval is a commercial break and said ad-

ditional addressed signals for insertion are conv
merciats, wherein said one or more additional tel- io

eviston signals each do not consume more time

than the time interval, and, wherein said one or

more additional television signals are sequential-

ly sent within the time interval, each additional

signal being accompanied by a different selective is

address signal so as to activate a different switch

or group of switches from the other additional sig-

nal preceding it in the sequence.

16. A method as claimed in either Dairh 14 or Claim 20

15, wherein the sensing step includes sensing a

cue signal associated with a network television

signal from at least two separate sources being

received by the receiver systems, each cue signal

designating an upcoming time interval associat- 25

ed with its respective network television signal

within which a said additional television may be

inserted from the source of additional television

signals, wherein the generating step includes

generating a plurality of said addressed addition- 30

al signals each of which consumes less time than

the time interval into which it is to be inserted, and

wherein the n>ethod further indudes;

selecting from said plurality of additional

signals at least two different additional signals, 35

each accompanied by a different selective ad-

dress signal to be sequentially Inserted into a

time interval of at least two networks;

sequentially sending in response to a cue

signal from each of at least two network signals 40

for insertion into the time interval of each of the

at least two network signals said two additional

television signals, each accompanied by its re-

spective different selective address signal; and
inserting sequentially into each time inter- 4S

val of at least two networks said additional sig-

nals only at the receiver systems whose switch

means is activated by said selective address sig-

nal.

50

17. A method as claimed in Claim 16, wherein the

time intervals of the at least two network televi-

sion sources overlap in time.

18. A method as claimed in Qaim 17, wherein the 55

time intervals of the at least two network televi-

sion sources occur simultaneously.

19. A method as claimed in either Daim 17 or Claim

18, wherein there is sensed for insertion cue sig-

nals from at least four different television network
sources, at least two of the time intervals thereof

overlapping in time.

20. A method as claimed in any one of Claims 13 to

19, wherein the method as carried out at the

source of additional television signals further in-

cludes, prior to sanding said additional television

signals, compressing said additional television

signals, and the method as carried out at the re-

ceiver systems which insert saki additional tele-

vision signals, further includes decompressing

compressed additional television signals after re-

ceiving said signals for insertion.

21. A method as claimed in Qaim 20, wherein the

method carried out at the receiver systems fur-

ther includes decompressing a further signal re-

ceived from a source other than the source of ad-

ditional television signals and inserting the fur-

ther signal into the time interval at a time not used

by the insertion of sakl additional television sig-

nal.

22. A method as claimed in either Claim 20 or Claim

21 , wherein the compression and decompression

are in a ratio of at least 4:1 and 1:4, respectively.

23. A method as ciainied in any one of Claims 13 to

22, further including monitoring from a central

site the sending of signals for insertion and veri-

fying whether or not each signal was sent to its

intended receiver system.

24. A method of inserting at least one commercial

message from a renxjte source into at least one
pre-cued t>reak in ongoing television network

programming being received by at least two re-

ceiver systems from at least one network source

separate from the remote source and the recerver

systems, each receiver system being separate

from the other and having therein a switch means
for allowing insertion of the connmercial message
only in response to receipt of an address signal

preselected to activate that switch means, one, or

at least one, switch means being activated only

by a different pre-selected address signal than

the other switch means, the method including the

steps:

a) creating an address signal for activating at

least one, but not all, of the switch means at

the receiver systems;

b) sensing at the renK>te source a cue signal

generated by the network source for indicat-

ing an upcoming break into which a commer-

cial message may be inserted;

13
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c) sending from the remote source to the re-

ceiver systems in response to sensing of the

cue signal, a commercial message and a pre-

selected address signal;

d) activating only the switch means in those s

receiver systems associated with the said pre-

selected address signal; and

e) inserting the commercial message into the

pre-cued break only at those receiver systems

whose switch means were activated by said io

pre-sefected address signal.

25. A method as claimed in claim 24 wherein the

commercial messages consume less than one-

half of the precued break, and the method further 15

includes:

a) creating at least two different address sig-

nals for activating at least two different switch

means;

b) sequentially sending at least twice during 20

the pre-cued break a commercial message
from the remote source to the receiver sys-

tems; and

c) sending a different address signal in asso-

ciation with each sequential sending of a conrv 25

merciat message from the previous sending

of a commerdal message;

whereby a commercial message is insert-

ed sequentially at least twice into the commercial

break, each sequential insertion occurring at a 30

different receiversystem or group of receiversys-

tems from the previous insertion.

26. A method as claimed in Qaim 25, wherein the

network programming includes programming be- 35

ing sent by at least two network sources to the re-

ceiver system, each network source generating a

cue signal indicating an upcoming break into

which a commercial message may be inserted,

and wherein the method further includes 40

a) sensing at the remote source the cue sig-

nals of the at least two networks; and

b) sequentially inserting at least twice into

each of the at least two networks' break a

commercial message, each sequential inser- 45

tion in a network's break occurring at a differ-

ent receiver system or group of receiver sys-

tenr» from the previous insertion.

27. A nr^thod as datn^ed in Claim 26. wherein at least 50

one break of a network overlaps in time with a

break of another network, and the sequential in-

sertion of a commerdal message occurs in over-

tapping time relationship during the overlapping

breaks. 55

28. A method as daimed in Claim 27, wherein the

overlapping breaks occur simultaneously.

29. A method as daimed in any one of Qaims 25 to

28, wherein the sequencing of commerdal mes-
sages involves at least two different commer-
cials.

30. A method as daimed in any one of Claims 13 to

29, wherein the receiver systems are geographi-

cally separated headend systems.

31. A method as daimed in Qaim 30 when depend-

ent on any one of Claims 24 to 29 wherein the

headend systems are cable television systems,

each of which transmits to a plurality of subscrib-

ers the television network programming.

14
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